ADDENDUM NO. #2
RFP #0013-2016
GALIMORE LANES RENOVATION CONTRACT
April 28, 2016

This Addendum No. 2 is for the following Answers to Questions received from proposers.

1. We discussed adding in all new ball return underground track materials.
   • Yes that is correct; make sure everyone has this in their scope of work because the existing ball return system is not a complete below ground system.

2. Just wanted to make sure the Professional Lane System with textured approach also included Pin decks and Flat Gutters. We have it in ours and it should be common but wanted to make sure all other vendors are quoting as well.
   • As stated in the scope of work we want pin decks, lights and new gutter caps and this should be reflected in your quote.

3. Furniture “Soft Seating” was referencing couches and not padded bench seats?
   • We are requesting soft seating furniture, i.e. couches, but considerations will be given to recommendations to provide additional seating options.

4. Regarding the under lane track – you want the entire under lane track replaced from the pinspotter to the ball returns?
   • Yes we want the entire under lane track replaced from the pinspotters to the ball return to equate a complete underground ball return system.

5. Bowlers area furniture – are you wanting the modular furniture (couches) with the wedge ball rack tables? (ours have wheels on each piece of the couch) Not just the padded seating, which can't be modular.
   • Yes we want the soft couch furniture and as an add-on option, the wedge option to house the ball racks behind the furniture to save on space.

6. Regarding the scoring – you are wanting the fully functional SuperTouch scoring consoles with the camera and Facebook connectivity? Not just a lighted keypad?
   • We want the tablet technology for our scoring system and not the simple keypad option.
7. Electrical work to accommodate the products will be the school’s responsibility?

- Electrical work will be Florida A&M University responsibility but a clear layout list of your requirements will need to be included in your package so preparation can take place.

8. Ball returns – you are wanting to replace the entire ball return not just hood and rack upgrades? Ball return will shut off when not in use, motor only kicks on when ball approaching the ball return; saves a lot of money on power consumption.

- Yes we have a 1980 ball return system and we want all new ball return units with the storage rack underneath as stated in the scope of work.
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